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PSKONTORORA Waist Trainer Belt
for Women - Waist Cincher Trimmer
- Slimming Body Shaper Belt - Sport
Girdle Belt (UP Graded)
$11.99

Quantity

1
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►►100% satisfied customer service: please measure your waist circumference and read

our size chart, if you have any ideas, please contact us first, we will meet your

requirements, exchange/return goods, to your satisfaction. Hook and loop closure ►►
Made of a comfortable, adjustable and elastic fabric, flexible and durable, 100% latex-free

neoprene, the best elastic and comfortable fabric, which means it is easy to clean, fits your

body, and will not tilt or irritate Your skin. Double adjustment hook and loop for precise

measurement of mesh backing to improve breathability. Very suitable for postpartum

abdomen and abdomen ►► Slimming belt: Our trimming belt is made of neoprene and

polyester, which helps the waist trimming belt to be added more flexibly for the wearer.

Weight loss belts do not sting or sting like other belts. Most people will be looking to burn

fat and calories. The whole point of this waist trimmer is to wear a belt during exercise, by

basically making you sweat, it helps to burn more belly fat like a sauna around your belly

►► Abdominal belt design: wide enough to cover the abdominal area and keep it still

during exercise; thick enough to generate heat and burn fat. The hook and loop are closed

to ensure that the waist belt is tightly secured around the abdominal muscles. Our belly

trimmer comes with a large number of hooks and loops, so that many people of different

sizes can easily wear this trim strap. Spandex straps provide more tightening capabilities

for this trainer ►► Our best waist trimming belt is very elastic in the correct position and

provides a lot of support for your sides and back. Provides immediate abdominal

compression and lumbar support. The slim waist belt will not penetrate into your skin and

lay flat all the way. If you have lower back problems, our waist trainers, such as

compression bands around the waist, can provide lumbar support, help relieve pain and

improve posture ►► Functional corset shapewear: Our waist trimming belt can also

smooth and caress your postpartum abdomen, helping you look slimmer. No more love to

cover muffins on your shorts. Very suitable for post-pregnancy, post-partum recovery or

post-partum abdominal compression and support surgery, cesarean section, weight loss,

abdominal strain and weakness, abdominal training device. Bone stripes on the waist help

keep the back in the correct position
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